TYPO3 Core - Bug #87743
Pagetree filter: highlighting of search phrase
2019-02-19 13:38 - Wolfgang Twaroch

Status:

Closed

Start date:

Priority:

Must have

Due date:

Assignee:
Category:

2019-02-19

% Done:

100%

Pagetree

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

10

Complexity:

Target version:
TYPO3 Version:
PHP Version:

Is Regression:

Tags:

Sprint Focus:

Yes

Description
Feature:
when using the pagetree filter and entering a search phrase
all hits of this phrase should be highlighted in the pagetree
Has been in prior TYPO3 versions before v9.
Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #88259: Filtered pagetree should display child pages

Closed

2019-05-03

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #91887: Page-Tree filter does not indicate its state

New

2020-07-29

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #93977: Broken acceptance test in page tree filter

Closed

2021-04-23

Associated revisions
Revision 51c2c9ab - 2021-04-23 08:37 - Benni Mack
[BUGFIX] Re-add highlighting of filter term in Svg Tree
This change re-adds the highlighting of filter
results in the Svg Trees, which was present
before in the Page Tree before it was built on SVG.
Due to the nature of SVG, it is rather complicated
to color the actual background of the text than the
text itself (using <tspan>), but still, the highlighting
is IMHO better than having no highlighting.
Resolves: #87743
Releases: master, 10.4
Change-Id: Ie37173149c8f9388194e63a07ae89eb2fc774f30
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/68835
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>
Tested-by: Richard Haeser <richard@richardhaeser.com>
Reviewed-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>
Reviewed-by: Richard Haeser <richard@richardhaeser.com>
Revision 0ec95a1d - 2021-04-23 14:30 - Benjamin Franzke
[BUGFIX] Fix PageTreeFilterCest
The SvgTree markup changed in #87743 causing
acceptance test failures.
This wasn't discovered as gitlab-ci missed to vote negative.
The text node for the page "inline mngroup" now
contains additional HTML when filtering for "Group".
This new markup rendered the previous xpath invalid:
inline mn&lt;tspan class="node-highlight-text"&gt;group&lt;/tspan&gt;
The xpath is now adapted to only filter for the text node.
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Releases: master
Resolves: #93977
Related: #87743
Change-Id: Id72e6239536c52cb30912b095d720331a8a3212f
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/68849
Tested-by: Oliver Hader <oliver.hader@typo3.org>
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>
Tested-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>
Reviewed-by: Oliver Hader <oliver.hader@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>
Revision 64264da4 - 2021-04-26 09:24 - Benni Mack
[BUGFIX] Re-add highlighting of filter term in Svg Tree
This change re-adds the highlighting of filter
results in the Svg Trees, which was present
before in the Page Tree before it was built on SVG.
Due to the nature of SVG, it is rather complicated
to color the actual background of the text than the
text itself (using <tspan>), but still, the highlighting
is IMHO better than having no highlighting.
Resolves: #87743
Releases: master, 10.4
Change-Id: Ie37173149c8f9388194e63a07ae89eb2fc774f30
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/68853
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>
Tested-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>
Tested-by: Richard Haeser <richard@richardhaeser.com>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>
Reviewed-by: Richard Haeser <richard@richardhaeser.com>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>

History
#1 - 2020-05-05 21:18 - Josef Glatz
- Tracker changed from Feature to Bug
- Priority changed from Should have to Must have
- TYPO3 Version set to 10
- Is Regression set to Yes
Since this was available prior to v9 I've
changed the tracker to Bug
add flag Regressio
and set specific TYPO3 version
At time of writing this comment, v9 and v10/master are affected
#2 - 2020-05-05 22:21 - Peter Kraume
I do a lot of editor trainings and editors coming from TYPO3 versions < 9 really miss the highlighting of the search phrase in the pagetree.
Another thing that is missing since v9: it's not possible to unfold the child pages of a page which is shown in filter mode.
#3 - 2020-06-03 19:58 - Richard Haeser
Peter Kraume wrote:
I do a lot of editor trainings and editors coming from TYPO3 versions < 9 really miss the highlighting of the search phrase in the pagetree.
Another thing that is missing since v9: it's not possible to unfold the child pages of a page which is shown in filter mode.
The unfold of child pages of a filtered page will be fixed with https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62086
#4 - 2020-06-03 20:01 - Richard Haeser
- Related to Bug #88259: Filtered pagetree should display child pages added
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#5 - 2021-04-20 07:58 - Peter Kraume
I'd really love to see this missing feature fixed in v11 (or even better also v10).
#6 - 2021-04-20 08:10 - Peter Kraume
- Related to Bug #91887: Page-Tree filter does not indicate its state added
#7 - 2021-04-20 15:47 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/68835
#8 - 2021-04-20 18:56 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/68835
#9 - 2021-04-22 21:21 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 3 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/68835
#10 - 2021-04-23 08:38 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch 10.4 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/68853
#11 - 2021-04-23 08:40 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset 51c2c9ab8898cf17ec3e30c8883c43247690c6e8.
#12 - 2021-04-23 08:45 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Resolved to Under Review
Patch set 2 for branch 10.4 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/68853
#13 - 2021-04-23 13:17 - Benjamin Franzke
- Related to Bug #93977: Broken acceptance test in page tree filter added
#14 - 2021-04-23 20:19 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 3 for branch 10.4 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/68853
#15 - 2021-04-23 20:50 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 4 for branch 10.4 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/68853
#16 - 2021-04-26 09:30 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
Applied in changeset 64264da4f3915a466c757a758e4b873c0f48b343.
#17 - 2021-05-11 16:01 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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